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The CBSE and the school aiming at the holistic development of the students have introduced CCA from 

years, to bring the best out of students. Co-curricular activities plays pivotal role in student’s development.  

Having come to an end of the academic year (TERM 2) here is a report on CCA activities conducted in TERM 

2. On the whole, we had two competitions lined up for this term and the first one was Group Dance with 

‘CONTEMPORARY FUSION DANCE’ as the theme. Each house was allowed to take up to eight students in 

the team and each team was given a week’s time to practice. The competition was held on 21
st
 October 2016 

with the teachers who have an inclination towards art and dance as our Chief Guests. Though there was too 

much chaos in the beginning caused by the audiences they were instantly silenced by the power packed 

performance of all the houses. There was few jaw dropping moves presents by the students. The judges found it 

too difficult to rank the best house. Yet, when the results were announced ‘Rubians ‘bagged the first price for 

their swift and contemporary moves while Sapphire no lesser than the ruby house won the second price for the 

effortless way of dancing.  

 

Speaking in public forum and on currents issues is one of the fortes of our school students. Just 

to hone their skills in speaking, the school has decided to conduct a competition on 

‘EXTEMPORE’. A swarming number of students from four various houses had enrolled. The 

captains of each house had to take a preliminary round to choose the best four from each house. 

The competition was conducted on January 4
th

 2017. Two judges Ms. Shameena and Ms. 

Shanavaz were invited. The topics were given 15 minutes prior to the commencement of the 



competition. Each participant spoke with fervor and enthusiasm. At the end of the competition to 

our surprise both the first and second prize were won by the Topaz house and the third prize was 

won by Sapphire house.  

 

 

Thus the CCA of the Academic year 2016-17 for class IX and X have come to an end in a good 

note. By culminating both results of Term 1 and Term 2, it turns out that Topaz and Ruby stand 

first with same scores while Emerald stands in the third position and not any lesser than any 

other house with a narrow difference Sapphire stands fourth.    

 

  


